
The Centaur and the Heir

Chapter 1

Susan pulled herself up out of her seat. It felt to her as though she had been there for day 
upon day, it could even have been a full week for the way that time seemed to have 
stalled as she drifted into  restless slumber of silence. In fact it was only a little more than 
half an hour since the last visitor had left and the storm of noise and conversation had 
given way to a peace more threatening than any hail of inquisitive kindness she could 
imagine.

If this feels like a wordy and long-winded way of setting out her condition and state of 
mind it is but a glimpse of her own tumultuous considerations. When Susan realised the 
time had passed so slowly she thought herself stupid for ever doubting it's glacial pace. 
Archie was due to visit later that afternoon and she knew he would not fail her. He had 
done as she asked even in the most painful of abstentions. 

Susan found herself frustrated at the failure of time to move to her whim. But you know 
how it is, why when you are waiting for something to happen it seems to never come, but 
when you are having such joy the time never seems enough. She wished the hours had 
passed, maybe even days gone by in flash when pain could have been sidelined and the 
gnawing absence subsided. It was in the midst of this melancholy that Susan's eyes 
alighted on the painting she spent most of the last few years refusing to make eye contact 
with. 

It was such an improbable painting that she wished it had never been brought into this 
house. When her family moved after the war they took those boxes full of books and 
paintings and assorted oddities which had never had a permanent place in their old house 
and were so relegated to the cellar and discovered several unexpected surprises when 
they unpacked. When you move house you always find things you have long since 
forgotten and other you never knew you had. The ration books, and gas mask boxes that 
reminded them of the horrors of the war, the school books full of comments from school 
masters which mean a lot more now you are an adult than they did at the time. 

Even thinking about those days when they unpacked boxes and filled cupboards with 
clothes and crockery and placed books on the shelves which might never be read, made 
Susan lose concentration. Susan's parent's started out by hanging pictures on the very 
same walls as they had graced before the shells had fallen and taken away their support. 
It was her cousin Eustace who found it. She always thought of Eustace as more Edmund 
and Lucy's cousin than her own, he was closer to their age and they didn't seem to mind 
or even notice his insufferable attitude toward anyone other than himself. 

Edmund and Eustace were unpacking a tea crate of just this sort of miscellany when first 
of all they stumbled upon one of Eustace's own notebooks – quite how this ended up in 
the crate never was resolved, but everyone quickly forgot about that conundrum as it was 
eclipsed by a far more curious discovery. Edmund pulled a picture from the crate which he 
felt he should recognise but also knew he had never seen it before. As he turned the 
frame around towards Eustace his cousin's mouth dropped and grabbed hold of the 
painting and starred straight through the canvas. A mixture of tears of joy and remorse 
took hold of him as he saw the boat beside the castle and the arrangement of animals, 



who would normally be at each others' throats or hunted by men, flayed out in front of the 
palace's entrance like a welcoming party greeting soldiers returning from the battlefield. 

Susan had left the boys to their flights of fancy and found something useful to do in 
another room. Despite their pretence at being helpful the boys were just indulging their 
penchant for childlike games, and at their age they should be ashamed of themselves. She 
was shocked to find later that day above the fireplace hung that picture dominating the 
room, and dominating the picture was a lion on the ramparts of the palace which she 
swore had not been there earlier when Eustace had removed it from the box. 

Staring at the picture on her own Susan remembered how easy it was to convince yourself 
that something had happened. Edmund and Eustace were not alone in eulogising that day 
a few years ago about adventures in another world. To her surprise Peter had joined in 
even though he barely knew Eustace, and Lucy was lost in wonder and could hardly say a 
word.   

She thought that if you tried hard enough you could decide anything was true. If you told 
yourself stories in enough detail with enough energy and passion it became almost the 
same as reality. When they looked at the picture, which incidentally no one had ever 
known existed before, they found plentiful resources for a story they were already familiar 
with, which Eustace had told to his cousins and expected to fool them into thinking it was 
reality. At the time Susan had wondered if he had smuggled the picture in just to carry on 
the prank and keep the game going a little while longer. 

They told their tales with such passion that it saddened Susan that they seemed to really 
think it could be so. She couldn't work out whether anyone was pulling the other's leg or if 
they were all wrapped up into this mythical scenario so tightly that they saw their own 
tales as true. Susan wondered if she could imagine herself into a world where she wasn't 
all alone. She could even take the stories her brothers and sister told as if they were true. 
Maybe if she had a picture of them in front of her instead of this imposing red brick palace 
built for times of war, then she might be able to live a little easier. 

Susan took a step towards the painting ready to pull it down and replace it with the family 
portrait standing on the dresser. Just an hour or so earlier as her uncle and aunt Harold 
and Alberta finally left her alone they took one last long look at the happy time captured. 
When the family had done that rare achievement and survived the war intact, and before 
this present tragedy had befell them. 

If there was to be story she would pretend was real then it was that her family was still 
with her. Susan wondered if she stared at the portrait as long as her brothers gazed at the 
palace and the boat and the lion she might consider her sudden solitude as fictional as 
they considered their fantasy adventures real. 

The picture would not shift. She'd never seen how Edmund and Eustace had hung it and 
never seen it moved, but whatever they had done had fixed it rigid to the wall. She 
couldn't get behind it to see whether the hooks were stuck, or the wire tangled. What 
made it worse was that she started getting angry with her family. She also found herself 
not wanting to damage something that was not her own, even though it was the last thing 
she wanted glaring down at her when she tried to put the pain behind her.



Susan then remembered that it was her painting regardless of whether she wanted it or 
not. And at that moment the tears which had eluded her all day, and all the previous three 
despite the words urging her that it was okay to cry, suddenly came in a flood. If you have 
not cried like that before it will sound like an exaggeration used for effect, but mixed in 
with anger as the truth became more real than she thought any story ever could her, 
Susan cried and cried and knew no one could burst in on her shame, and that sent more 
tears gushing. 

In the middle of all this overwhelming sorrow Susan grabbed hold of the picture with a 
vengeance she thought she did not possess and tried to tear it from the wall. No longer 
did she entertain concerns about doing damage, that was not in her thoughts. All she 
wanted was a memory of her family that was rooted in what she knew and understood 
and could see and not of their terrible times when they became lost to anyone but 
themselves and built edifices of deceit to salve and entertain. The strength which she 
suddenly mustered seemed to do its job as she felt some give and with a mighty heave 
she pulled away from the wall and fell backwards landing on the rug expecting the 
painting to follow her or otherwise fall into the fire which still smouldered in front of her 
knees.  Instead all she had in her hands was the wooden frame of the picture.

She smashed the wooden beams against the hard floorboards and the angles became 
twisted and distorted. Susan looked up at the picture through torturous tears, a mixture of 
anger and grief beginning to become to much. She thought even her aunt and uncle 
would be of comfort – they never stood for Eustace's tendency to tell tall tales. 

“Susan, are you there? Is everything okay?” The door had clearly been left ajar because 
after knocking and not receiving any response Archie pushed the door and gently stepped 
inside. He heard Susan's wordless pain before he saw her, and she still didn't respond or 
stir from the crumpled state she had taken up by the hearth.    

*  *  *

Archie, or otherwise Flight Lieutenant Archibald Turner, stood at the threshold between the 
hall and the lounge and watched Susan Pevensie for a few moments. The lady before him 
was different to the one he knew well. Different even from who he had seen only that very 
morning as he had crept into the back of the church and exited as the final hymn was 
sung. 

Despite being asked to stay away from the funeral he could not abandon her completely. 
The person whom he loved more dearly than any other was in pain and he could not do 
anything about it. He had been fifteen when his father died at Pearl Harbour and despite 
every protestation his mother could muster signed up to fight three years later the day he 
was eligible. Archie knew something of the pain Susan was going through, although he 
understood that for her it was magnified five-fold. Not only had she lost both parents in a 
train crash, but also Peter, Edmund and Lucy, leaving her all alone. To be without a father 
at fifteen changes you, but to lose you entire family at twenty-one is without doubt one of 
the most devastating blows life can throw at you. 

This morning Archie had thought he saw about her the same state of shock he had seen 
in fellow pilots who land to find their navigator had taken a bullet out of the strafing fire 
from the enemy's planes. It was a wordless pain, where a state of numbness takes over, 



they carry on flying - even better than before sometimes. They even do their best to find 
cheery remarks to trade in the Officer's Mess. But they are not unaffected. And as much 
as Susan put on a brave face as friends and relatives pressed their comfort into her hands 
and offered a handkerchief despite her understandable inability to express her pain in 
tears. 

The Susan who lay crumpled on the floor was an altogether healthier sign. And it might 
sound like madness but everyone knows that crying is therapeutic - even the strongest 
men Archie knew in the Air Force would agree with that. The tears had stopped Susan 
from hearing his entrance and as he walked up behind her and sat beside her on the rug 
she was startled as his arm stretched across her shoulders. She did not want to be seen 
like this and for a moment thought and may have even tried to get him to go away and 
come back when she was more composed. She wanted time to wash her face, and her 
hair, and to make herself presentable. All that flashed through her mind in no time at all 
before she conceded to the comfort he offered and fell into his arms. 

For quite a while Archie was unable to understand whether there was anything beyond a 
realisation of the tragedy which had brought Susan to her present state. That would surely 
be enough of a reason; pity is not something anyone ever wants to deserve, and 
sometimes it's seen as a feature of weakness. But for Susan, there on the rug beside the 
hearth with the fire glowing, holding in her hands the remains of the frame she had 
wrenched from the picture she wanted rid of, pity was what stood closest in Archie's mind. 

Archie took his hands to Susan's chin and lifted it from the folds of her jacket which had 
absorbed the brunt of the tears falling liberally from her eyes. He saw the pain in her eyes, 
those tears which had rent her ability to hold it together until it lay in shreds by her feet. 
The eyes that were dry because there were no more tears left to cry. The face flushed 
from the energy of discharging such fierce emotion. Susan felt weak from the pain that 
had fallen on her and weaker still from the grudge she still held against her brothers and 
sister for their petty games which continued to spite her even as she accepted their death. 

You see, it was because of Archie that Susan and her parents did not get on so well as 
they had before. When she went to America with them she thought she would always be 
the special child. But her parents were on the train to Bristol and all her siblings had gone 
down to meet the train. Susan had stayed behind for several reasons, firstly Eustace 
Scrubb would be with them and she found him completely intolerable, secondly when he 
and Edmund and Lucy got together they never stopped and Peter just listened in seeming 
awe. Mostly, however, Susan had stayed behind because she was getting ready to go to 
the dance with Archie. And she would see her parents soon enough anyway.

It would probably help to fill you in on Susan's life in the past few years. Some of the 
stories of her earlier years are told in books already written but since she was told by 
Aslan she would not return to Narnia after helping Prince Caspian defeat his Uncle Miraz 
who had tried to steal his throne, Susan's affection for Aslan had faded until it became one 
of those quaint stories you tell. There is  certain type of story which you recognise as jolly 
good fun but would rather someone else was at the centre of it rather than you. If you are 
that sort of person you'll know exactly how Susan dealt with this to begin with, she told 
stories of the adventures that her friends had had, or how a friend said she'd once 
considered marriage to a prince of the warring tribe to the South of Narnia. Susan pushed 
the stories to the end of her reach but for a while still loved telling them because of the 



excitement and intrigue they contained.

After a while Susan started to keep quiet. She had not shown the same enthusiasm as her 
siblings for her previous adventures in Narnia for several years but when she went up to 
Cambridge she decided it was high time to put all of that nonsense completely to one side. 
It is all very well telling stories if you are a child and inventing a world of your own to keep 
you company when the rain stops you from playing outside, but that is not the behaviour 
of a teenager, never mind someone invited to be a scholar at Cambridge, and now likely to 
be awarded a degree. The stories that she pretended were someone else's she now 
pretended were not real. Every time Peter, Edmund or Lucy struck up a conversation about 
the lion or talking beasts or kings and queens or thrones at Cair Paravel, Susan quietly 
slipped out of the room and avoided entering into an argument about the dreams of 
yesteryear. 

It was one day when cycling back to her college digs that Susan glimpsed a beaver on the 
river bank. She remembered one of Lucy's favourite tales and thought how ridiculous it 
was to ever think such a creation, if it was what she had seen because they are 
notoriously shy in real life, could build a house, fish for dinner and worry about whether or 
not to carry her sewing machine when being attacked by wolves in league with a witch. 
From that point she started to see sense, as she saw it, at every turn. The stories were 
not just embarrassing for her when recounted in educated company but simply and 
literally unbelievable. 

In part Susan didn't quite know how to handle things with her siblings from that point. It 
was rather awkward, and I'm sure you know this, but when you know something someone 
else doesn't and you also know that everything would be better for them if they knew 
what you know. If you have ever been in this kind of situation as Susan frequently found 
herself in you will appreciate how hard it became when they refused to understand what 
she was saying. Despite the clear logic of the position she presented and the reasoned 
argument used they insisted on fawning over each other's account as if they were eye 
witness proof. 

While her parent's had just about tolerated the stories that Peter, Edmund and Lucy 
insisted on retelling at every family gathering, they were far less accommodating of 
Archie. Susan always thought it was because he was an American. In her more 
sympathetic days she understood the strains on her family of having a daughter as the 
wife of an American Air Force pilot. But that was no excuse for rudeness. 

Yet what was hardest for Susan to shoulder was the thought that if Archie had not been 
there. Or if she had been less interested, or at least she had decided to not go to the 
dance that night, she may still have gone to the station and not be in this very present 
pickle.

*  *  *

The fire started to burn low in the grate, it needed another log or two added quickly if it 
wasn't to go out. Both Archie and Susan had the sort of parents who taught them such 
skills so it was not that they could not do it, it was more they decided not to. They never 
spoke about this decision, it was just one of those things where you do not have to. 



Susan in her more romantic moments might have treasured the comfort that Archie 
provided. She might even have thought it would make a good story, not the sort of 
fantasy story about talking animals and pretending to be kings and queens, but the sort of 
story that shows what life is really about. 

But Susan was not in any fit state to make an observation like that. Instead she sunk her 
swollen face further out of sight and stayed like that. At the same time as appreciating his 
presence she recognised the shame she ought to feel for him seeing her in this way. It 
was why she finally decided to pull herself together. The tears had stopped and the 
moment of anger fuelled grief seemed to have passed. 

Beside her lay the discarded frame from the picture she hated. She did not wait for Archie 
to reason with her, but thought if she couldn't get it off the wall she'd at least exact some 
vengeance on the frame. This might strike you as a particularly petty course of action, in 
fact it was, but you should also never underestimate the power of a piece of wood. It was 
after all just such a piece of wood that bid Susan into Narnia many years before. 

Susan wasn't to know that the old professor had taken some excess wood from the tree 
struck by lightening and after the wardrobe had taken its place in the spare room crafted a 
frame from the remainder. He had also left the frame and stretched canvas in a corner of 
his study hidden behind a pile of books knowing that one day it would be filled with an 
image worthy of the majestic frame. 

All of this was unknown to Susan, as it had also been unknown to Eustace, Edmund, Peter 
and Lucy when they had found it in the box of bric-a-brac. If Susan had known the origin 
of the wood it is unlikely it would have affected what she did next. And that is mostly 
because she would have thought it inconsequential where a particular piece of wood came 
from. A tree is still a tree. 

It is about time we found our way to what happened as Susan and Archie lay motionless 
beside the fire. As Susan stirred slightly she took note of the need to stoke the fire. A little 
lethargic from the exertion of the past few days she could not bring herself to cut the 
hunks of wood down to a size that would not kill off the retreating fire of the embers. 
Instead she took the frame she had partially destroyed and sat it on the glowing ash. It 
quickly took and the flames danced toward the chimney breast.

She had gazed at fires before and often wondered what the fascination was that they held 
for boys who would stare transfixed for many hours on a roaring fire when nothing else 
would quiet their childish games. On this occasion that was just how she looked. She 
could not take her eyes off the yellow and the orange and the deeper red that lay at the 
base of the flames. The fire could almost have been doing its best to soothe her because 
before long Susan became sure she had slipped into the most peculiar dream. 

Sometimes when you put a fresh log on the fire it makes a hissing noise as the sap comes 
out of the bark. The noise the wood tossed on by Susan started to make was far more 
melodic, rather like the gentle starting notes of a cello with a little bit of oboe for 
accompaniment. It took her quickly to sleep, and as she lay against Archie's shoulder the 
lion that stood on the ramparts in that hideous picture above the mantle place started to 
make it's way down the steps that lead to the moat, and across the drawbridge. Growing 
ever larger it started to make its way out of the picture and into the lounge where Susan 



and Archie slumbered. It laid down beside them and Susan found herself in her dream 
leaning against the fur of the lion. There was no fear, it was as if she had been there 
before. As if some other night when grief was like a beast wrenching hope from her soul 
she had done the same. Had passed some other night lent against a lion. 

It was an odd dream Susan found herself in because it was not awkward or scary as you 
might expect an encounter with a lion to seem. But nor was there anything else much 
going on. The lion just seemed to stay with her and it faded from her dream and into her 
sleep.  

*  *  *

When Susan woke she thought she was in some different place, but after looking around 
through the hazy first glances of morning everything seemed as it should be. There was a 
fire before her and Archie beside her. She did not move immediately but noticed a rather 
large owl sat on the window sill tapping in a gentle but persistent manner. 

As she moved around the room her uncertainty and disorientation grew, this was like the 
room she had fallen into sleep in the night before but it didn't quite seem to add up. The 
room was larger and the furniture smaller, but most of all as she looked at the picture in 
pride of place above the fire it was not quite the same. If she had been playing Kim's 
Game she would have concentrated harder, but because she expected everything to be 
the same she excused the absences and alterations a newcomer might notice. 

What Susan might have seen if she had eyes to see was the picture of the palace was of 
the same palace but the boat was on the other side of the river and the lion that stood so 
grandly facing towards the viewer before now had its back turned and gazed out towards 
the sea. Someone in a state of less grief and torment might also have paid more attention 
to the owl by the window. It was indeed an extraordinarily large owl. 

Archie was awake and regretting lying for so long in such an awkward position but did not 
feel the pain he would usually associate with such an experience. Unlike Susan he was 
immediately drawn to the owl in the window. His first thought was that it was unusual to 
see such a creature so at comfort close to humans. This was swiftly followed by the 
realisation that it was abroad in daylight and finally a recognition of its unlikely size. When 
these different threads of thought came together it meant he made his way to the window 
and set aside any qualms he might have and opened to see the owl a little closer. 

“Son of Adam, we have no time to lose.” Archie was doing his best to work out who the 
owl was talking to when he realised that it was talking at all. He staggered back and 
slammed the window frame closed. 

If you are unfamiliar with the workings of Narnia you would probably have shared Archie's 
astonishment and reaction. What might also surprise you was that Susan stood and 
berated Archie for treating the owl with such aggression. She opened the window and 
beckoned for the owl to return. And as she did so she was greeted with a chorus of twit-
twit-toowoo and other typically owlish sounds. 

This strange scene unfolded as Susan looked out of the window and knew for certain that 
she was not at 15 Acacia Close. For one thing there were several stories below her 



window and beneath that was a moat gushing with water flowing round towards the 
drawbridge and barge moored to the far bank. It was also odd in that while Susan heard 
the owl's noises, Archie heard a voice. 

He could not quite understand what was going on: in the midst of the chaotic scene what 
baffled him most was Susan's unruffled countenance. The owl was certainly speaking and 
it was talking directly to Susan but she seemed completely ignorant of what was 
happening. He did wonder for a while whether he was still asleep and this was all some 
peculiar dream brought on by the stresses of the past week. 

“Daughter of Eve, most gracious Queen Susan, you have returned at our hour of need.” 
That was about all Archie caught of the first burst which while definitely intelligible speech 
had a distinct owlish accent to it. “It is late, it is late, we must be moving”, the owl 
continued as though everything was normal, “Son of Adam, pray tell me your name, it 
simply will not do to keep on calling you that, but anyway, we must prepare Queen Susan 
to see the King.”  

“Archie” was about all he managed before collapsing at the thought he was having a 
conversation with an oversized owl. 

“This is a right to do, a right to do I do say. Now both of them will need carrying again. So 
much for Queen Susan the Brave. And this fellow certainly isn't up to scratch.”

The owl was by now talking to himself as Susan looked into the middle distance out of the 
window oblivious to anything but the twit-toowooing going on behind her, and Archie was 
back on the floor. Trufflewing, because that was the owl's name, swept back towards the 
window brushed passed Susan and called out to another owl waiting on the next window 
ledge. They were just trying to get Susan and Archie onto their backs to carry them off 
when Archie came round. 

“Now, I don't really think this is really happening. I'm sure it's just a dream or a trance, or 
some other odd experience, but for now I would rather be in control of what is going on 
and if I am going to ride one of you beasts then I would quite like to do it myself.”

“Who is he calling a beast?” Said the second owl to Trufflewing, as he scooped Susan up 
onto his back, he had heard stories told from long before of owls carrying humans on 
perilous missions but this was an awful strain on their wings. He prided himself on the 
grooming of his feathers and they were going to need quite an unruffling after this 
endeavour. 

“I'm sorry”,  Archie realised he had caused offence and decided he needed to go along 
with whatever it was he was going along with. “Could you please tell me what is going on, 
and could you please speak slowly, I'm not really accustomed to your accent, the British 
are hard enough to understand, I don't have much experience of speaking to an owl.”

“Twit-toowoo, I shouldn't think you do Son of Adam, it has been quite some time since 
your kind were in these parts. It was in the time of the first King Rilian, when my great 
great-grandfather took the Son of Adam and the Daughter of Eve to the Marshwiggles. It 
is an honour for us to be of service once again.



“But all this talking is making me tired, we must be making a move on. It is mighty late for 
an owl to be about.”

“I should say so, I've never seen an owl at this time of day before.” Archie wasn't quite 
sure if it was sensible to try and rationalise what was going on, he looked quickly at Susan 
who was apparently oblivious to all that was going on. “Where are we going, and actually, 
first of all, where are we?”

“At Cair Paravel of course, we brought you here late last night. And you are going to see 
King Rilian the sixth.” Trufflewing placed Susan on the other owl's back before letting 
Archie climb aboard his own. The flight was short, just round the edge of the palace and 
on to the deck of the barge moored below. If it hadn't been for the experience of flying an 
owl Archie is sure he would have rather walked down the steps but he didn't quite feel 
confident of saying no to a talking owl.

All through this short exchange Susan was becoming more and more confused. She heard 
Archie talking to the owl, rather like a man talks to a pet dog, and the owl seemed to be 
responding to him but it was all gibberish. And she was quite flummoxed when she was 
placed on the back of the quiet owl and Archie seemed to board the other of his own 
volition. 

*  *  *

Before we go on to what happened on the barge we should probably speak first of how 
Trufflewing came to be on this errand. It had been the night before last, or maybe the one 
before that, his mind was not clear with all this sunlight blazing in. The parliament of owls 
was gathered following the news King Rilian had lost his only son on an expedition to 
civilise the wild giants of the north. Crushed while he tried to stop them playing games 
with a talking stag. The whole of Narnia was in shock. 

Narnia was without an heir, and in a time of crisis. There had been crises in every 
generation over the thousands of years, but each time the future of Narnia seemed most 
perilous, and the faith of those who held to Aslan became most dim, not only had he 
intervened but he had sent help. It was for this reason that Trufflewing suggested to the 
parliament that they call on Aslan to send help in the time of greatest need. 

He had of course heard the stories of his ancestors who had played a minor role in the 
salvation of the first King Rilian from the Queen of the Underworld, he thought perhaps if 
they cried out with enough twit-toowooing, and did so together with enough heart, Aslan 
might come himself and tell them what needed doing. 

But that was not how it occurred. Again the stories of Aslan appearing to the last King 
Caspian on Terebenitha were recalled as if they were from last year rather than two 
centuries before. There was no lion that night before the parliament of owls. There was no 
voice from above, or face in the fire. 

Instead Trufflewing recalled that Aslan always came from the east when he appeared. He 
pulled himself together, swung his wings behind him and pushed out his chest. “We must 
go to the east, we cannot let this crisis overtake us while we are perched debating what to 
do. I will fly east right now. I will fly high and I will fly long and I will fly until I can fly no 



more. If any will join me on my noble quest they are welcome. But this is my task and I 
cannot but fly tonight.”

Trufflewing had flown that night and his brother joined him. They had flown above the 
clouds and for longer than any owl thought possible. They had flown through the night 
and through the day, and when the sunlight looked like it might scorched their feathers it 
descended once again and as the moon rose it guided their path. They were in a foreign 
land, that itself was not a surprise, after flying for so long they would have been more 
than a little annoyed if they were still in Narnia. But this was a land that did not resemble 
anything they knew. There were rows of buildings placed beside another row of buildings 
with paths running between them. There were no castles or palaces or ramparts or ruins. 
It was rather an inhospitable place for an owl to find himself. 

The two owls started to descend, after flying high and long, this seemed to be the place 
they were headed. And they stopped outside a house unremarkable to any other in its row 
but with a window open and a fire burning bright. The fire marked their destination, and 
as they went in through the window the painting of Cair Paravel stamped certainty over 
any inclination to doubt. 

Trufflewing would always swear to his brother and any other owl who would listen that 
Aslan was in that room. He did not see him, or hear his roar, he did not even feel the 
warmth of this breath – the fire gave off enough heat – but he was sure that Aslan was 
there. He saw the tear stained Son of Adam and Daughter of Eve and could not believe 
that this was where Narnia's hope lay. 

Not knowing quite what to do, and this is a fairly common experience for an owl, they 
often wonder out loud, “what a to do, what is there to do”, Trufflewing placed the man on 
his brother and the lady on his back. The flew west, once again high, and he later 
wondered why he had given the heavier package to his brother and taken the lady 
himself. But she was weighed down with sorrow and as fragile as a crystal rose. She was 
the special one, that he knew even before he landed at Cair Paravel. 

His first thought was to take them straight to King Rilian but it was getting late in the 
night. They flew through an open window in the palace and deposited the pair on the 
floor. Above the fire was a painting of the palace and on the opposite wall a painting all in 
Narnia had seen at one time or another. It was the portrait of the High Kings and Queens 
of Narnia shortly before their disappearance at Lantern Waste. It was from the golden era 
of Narnia. And the face that stood out most strikingly matched the lady Trufflewing had 
carried from afar. He realised he had brought Queen Susan back to Narnia. 


